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Summary
Numerous studies are published on the benefits of electric hand dryers vs

paper towels (PT) for drying hands after washing. Data are conflicting and

lacking key variables needed to assess infection risks. We provide a rapid

scoping review on hand-drying methods relative to hygiene and health risks.

Controlled vocabulary terms and keywords were used to search PubMed

(1946–2018) and Embase (1947–2018). Multiple researchers independently

screened abstracts for relevance using predetermined criteria and created a

quality assessment scoring system for relative study comparisons. Of 293

papers, 23 were included in the final analysis. Five studies did not compare

multiple methods; however, 2 generally favoured electric dryers (ED); 7

preferred PT; and 9 had mixed or statistically insignificant results (among

these, 3 contained scenarios favourable to ED, 4 had results supporting PT,

and the remaining studies had broadly conflicting results). Results were mixed

among and within studies and many lacked consistent design or statistical

analysis. The breadth of data does not favour one method as being more

hygienic. However, some authors extended generalizable recommendations

without sufficient scientific evidence. The use of tools in quantitative microbial

risk assessment is suggested to evaluate health exposure potentials and risks

relative to hand-drying methods. We found no data to support any human

health claims associated with hand-drying methods. Inconclusive and

conflicting results represent data gaps preventing the advancement of hand-

drying policy or practice recommendations.

Introduction

The term hygiene has a complex set of meanings but is

generally associated with ‘conditions and practices that

help to maintain health and prevent the spread of dis-

ease’ (World Health Organization n.d.). Effective hand

hygiene is well recognized as a primary defence against

communicable diseases in both clinical and nonclinical

environments (Bolon 2016; Zivich et al. 2018). Agencies

such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC), World Health Organization (WHO) and US

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have published

extensive guidelines on recommended wash times and

protocols for hand hygiene practices in medical, food

preparation and other environments (Boyce and Pittet

2002; World Health Organization 2009; FDA 2017). CDC

guidelines suggest scrubbing hands for at least 20 s with

soap and water, which has been shown to reduce approx-

imately 1�5 log CFU per hand (Jensen et al. 2015). A 30 s

wash resulted in a 2�42 log CFU reduction in another

study (Todd et al. 2010).

In addition to handwashing, effective hand drying is

important in reducing the level of bacterial contamina-

tion present on hands and available for transfer from skin

to other surfaces, including skin, food and fomites. Sev-

eral studies have shown more efficient transfer of bacteria

to surfaces from wet compared to dry hands or in high-

humidity environments (Patrick et al. 1997; Todd et al.

2010; Lopez et al. 2013; Gerba et al. 2016; Kimmitt and

Redway 2016). Patrick et al. (1997) found that hand dry-

ing reduced transfer by up to 99�8%.

Numerous studies have been published with the objec-

tive to evaluate the ‘best’ method for hand drying, with

the two most common categories being electric hand
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dryers and towels. Electric hand dryers include both

warm air and jet air designs, while towel drying includes

disposable paper and cloth products. Some studies also

evaluated evaporation or wiping of hands on clothing as

a means of drying hands.

Variables considered include bacterial removal efficacy,

environmental contamination potentials, ecological or cost

benefits, noise and overall hygiene comparisons. Reports in

the literature are mixed in terms of which method is more

hygienic and consensus has not been found across studies as

to which method is the most preferred. However, publica-

tions in both the peer-reviewed and grey literature have

made recommendations relative to hygiene and health con-

cerns generally favouring disposable towels over dryers

despite a lack of evidence or experiments to appropriately

evaluate health outcomes. Most studies have been spon-

sored by industries with potentially biased interests and

have been conducted under a wide range of scenarios with

inconsistent study design variables, making it difficult to

compare study results.

The objective of this paper is to provide a scoping

review of the current scientific peer-reviewed publications

comparing the use of paper towels (PT) vs electric dryers

(ED) and their impact on environmental health using a

standardized set of criteria. Our focus was to categorize,

and quantitatively prioritize, the papers relative to scien-

tific rigor in the study design and compare statistically

significant results across defined categories of hand-dry-

ing methods. We also examined statistically significant

results relative to paper conclusions and the impact of

these studies on public perception (as determined by

media posts and other grey literature) and provided rec-

ommendations for future studies.

Materials and methods

Scoping reviews are a preferred approach to explore

emerging research areas, allowing for a broader view of

the depth and breadth of available literature (Grant and

Booth 2009). A scoping review typically does not utilize a

formal quality assessment in the initial screening, allow-

ing for characterization of the quantity and quality of the

literature as part of the data extraction process.

In order to determine next steps towards improved

exposure and risk assessments relative to hand hygiene

practices, we were interested in a rapid (<6 month)

assessment of the current body of literature aimed at

identifying gaps in existing research (Khalil et al. 2016).

This approach allowed us to consider a broad range of

publication types and furnish as comprehensive an over-

view of the topic as time allowed. We followed a previ-

ously published methodology consisting of five steps: (i)

identifying the research question; (ii) identifying relevant

studies; (iii) selecting studies; (iv) charting the data; and

(v) collating, summarizing and reporting the results (Ark-

sey and O’Malley 2005; Levac et al. 2010).

Identifying the research question

Data relative to the most effective methods for hand

hygiene (i.e. handwashing and drying) are highly varied.

Many studies have evaluated the efficacy of various soap

products and formulation, water temperature, duration

and frequency of washing, as well as drying methods.

After reading several conflicting reports from the grey lit-

erature (i.e. media reports and internet blogs) (Astor

2018; Dean 2018), with some recommending avoidance

of air dryers for certain environments (Hafner 2018), we

sought to conduct a scoping review of the peer-reviewed

literature to answer the research question: Are hand dry-

ers more hygienic than paper towels? Given the implica-

tion that improved hygiene is correlated with health, we

also sought to answer the question: Are PT safer than

hand dryers relative to human infection risks?

Identifying relevant studies

Controlled terms (e.g. MeSH and Emtree) and keywords

were used to search PubMed (1946–2018) and Embase

(1947–2018) (Table 1). Literature searches were com-

pleted on 23 October 2018. No limits were applied to the

searches (e.g. publication date, language). Relevant items

(articles/reports) identified through Google Scholar were

also included for screening. Articles published after the

initial search date and up to February 2019 were included

if they met the inclusion criteria.

Discovered papers were uploaded into Covidence

software (Covidence.org), which provided a standard

platform for organizing, screening and de-duping articles.

Remaining articles were randomly assigned and reviewed

by at least two of our three-member team (KAR, AN and

JDS). Two authors (KAR and JDS) independently

screened full-text articles for relevance. In cases of

disagreement, the third author (AN) discussed the crite-

ria with each reviewer and made a final inclusion

decision.

Full-text articles and reports were selected if they met the

following inclusion criteria: (i) involved quantitative assess-

ments; (ii) utilized sampling for environmental microbes or

tracers; (iii) evaluated one or more hand-drying methods;

and (iv) published in peer-reviewed literature. Case studies,

reviews, systematic reviews and opinion articles were

excluded from the quantitative synthesis but may have been

included in the summary of grey literature. Articles were not

excluded due to poor quality but rather a process of assess-

ment was utilized during data extraction to detail and
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compare study design and analytical rigor with reported

conclusions to identify gaps and future research needs.

Extraction of results

Results were extracted from individual papers using a

standardized questionnaire formatted using the Qualtrics

online survey software (Qualtrics.com). Extracted data

included: author, year, study design, drying method, tra-

cer, environment, sampling site, results, study duration,

major findings, strengths, limitations, country, funding

source and other notes/comments.

Results and discussion

Search results

The initial search returned 287 studies. Further review led

to the identification of 6 more papers of interest, for a

total of 293 studies. Of the 229 articles that remained

after duplicates were removed, 191 were excluded after

title and abstract screening because of irrelevance to the

topic. Inclusion criteria, as outlined above, were applied

to the full text of 38 articles. Of these, 23 met the full set

of criteria and were included in the final review.

Major study findings

The majority of studies selected for final data extraction

included a comparison of multiple drying methods to

determine which drying method was the ‘best’. Table 2

provides detailed information on citations, funding, study

design and major findings of extracted papers. In most

instances, the chosen best method resulted in compara-

tively less contamination of the environment (surfaces,

air, clothing, hands). Papers targeting economic or eco-

logical impacts of drying methods were excluded from

the formal data extraction.

Included articles either evaluated one hand-drying

method or compared the use of hand towels (paper or

cloth) with ED (jet or warm air). Studies frequently uti-

lized laboratory simulations targeting indigenous micro-

biomes of the environment and hands, or microbial

tracers, to determine which hand-drying method corre-

lated with the least amount of hand, air or surface con-

tamination. Two studies used nonmicrobial aerosol

tracers (i.e. acid droplets or paint) to assess travel dis-

tances following specific drying behaviours and one study

used a risk model approach to estimate probabilities of

hand contamination.

A greater number of studies favoured the use of PT

over air dryers based on comparisons of bacterial count

trends on surfaces or in the air. Some studies found

higher counts on PT dispensers. Even hands-free towel

dispensers were reportedly contaminated due to frequent

contact with dispenser exit surfaces. Levels varied with

malfunction frequency and user height (Harrison et al.

2003).

One study recommended a combined approach using

towels followed by warm air-drying to minimize bacterial

transfer rates and maximize drying efficacy (Patrick et al.

1997). Given that wet hands transfer more bacteria

between surfaces, improved efficacy of air dryers was an

identified benefit in some studies. Rubbing with PT

resulted in fewer bacterial counts likely due to the trans-

fer of indigenous bacteria to the towel. No discussion was

given to how this phenomenon relates to health. Little is

known about the role of skin microbiota but authors sug-

gested a beneficial function to these commensal organ-

isms (Cogen et al. 2008).

Interpretation of the validity of study conclusions is

complicated by variable experimental designs and fluctu-

ating results between and within studies. Commonly ref-

erenced hand-drying studies showed distinctly variable

results. Some studies concluded that PT were more hygie-

nic than dryers (Blackmore 1989; Ngeow et al. 1989a;

Knights et al. 1993), while others found air dryers

improved air quality (Ansari et al. 1991; Yamamoto et al.

2005). Several studies found no significant difference

between the two (Matthews and Newsom 1987; Gustafson

et al. 2000; Taylor et al. 2000).

A more recent study included a multi-site, multi-vari-

able design and found that contamination levels in

Table 1 Scoping review search terms

PubMed Embase

(‘Paper’[Mesh] OR

‘desiccation’[mesh] OR ‘Hand-

drying methods’ OR ‘paper

towel’ OR ‘paper towels’ OR

‘hand-drying’ OR ‘towel drying’

OR ‘paper towel drying’ OR ‘jet

air dryer’ OR ‘Dyson’ OR ‘hand-

drying method’ OR ‘hand-drying

methods’ OR ‘warm air dryer’

OR ‘warm air dryers’ OR

Airblade OR ‘Rubbing hands’)

AND (‘Hand disinfection/

methods’[Mesh] OR ‘Hand/

virology’[Mesh] OR ‘Hand/

microbiology’[mesh] OR ‘fingers/

microbiology’[mesh] OR ‘skin/

microbiology’[mesh] OR ‘hand

hygiene’ OR ‘washed hands’)]

(’hand washing’/exp OR ’hand

washing’ OR ’hygiene’/exp OR

’hygiene’ OR ’hand hygiene’/exp

OR ’hand hygiene’ OR ’washed

hands’)

AND

(’hot air hand dryer’ OR ’air

dryer’ OR ’paper towel’ OR

’paper towels’ OR ’paper towel

drying’ OR ’jet air dryer’ OR

’ultra rapid hand dryer’ OR

’conventional warm air hand

dryer’ OR ‘Dyson’ OR ’hand-

drying method’ OR ’hand-drying

methods’ OR ’warm air dryer’

OR ’warm air hand dryer’ OR

’hand-drying device’ OR ’proper

drying of hands’ OR

’ultra-rapid hand dryer’ OR

‘Airblade’ OR ’rubbing hands’

OR ’effective hand drying’)

113 175

Searched 23 October 2018 Searched 23 October 2018
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Table 2 Summaries of included hand drying articles

Citation and

Country Funding source

Study design,

drying method Major findings

Matthews and

Newsom

(1987), UK

Building Works Directorate,

Department of Health and Social

Security†

Simulation

PT; WD

Significantly lower bacterial levels in aerosols with WD compared

to PT

Blackmore

(1989), UK

Hygiene Higher Ltd.*, Scott Ltd.*,

Initial Industrial Services*

Observational

PT; CT; WD

WD contributed to significant increase in bacterial load, PT

preferable to CT

Ngeow et al.

(1989), Malaysia

University Hospital, Kuala Lumpur Simulation

PT; WD

WD dispersed bacteria up to 3 feet vs no measurable dispersal

with PT

Ansari et al.

(1991), Canada

Not provided Simulation

PT; CT; WD

Rotavirus reduced (91�74 � 0�81%) when washed hands were

dried with WD, PT reduced (86�90 � 2�42%) and CT

(80�40 � 3�14%)

Hanna et al.

(1996),

Australia

Deakin University†; Spotless Hygiene

Systems*

Simulation

PT; WD; CT

Drying methods removed few bacteria from hands. Wash waters

for first wash on all types of drying methods showed similar

bacterial removal (12–16%). Second wash showed that air drying

was least effective vs CT and PT 1�4 vs 17% and 22%

respectively

Patrick et al.

(1997), New

Zealand

New Zealand Towel Services* Simulation;

Observational

CT; WD

CT vs WD drying efficiency and bacterial transfer rates to skin are

similar: 99 vs 97% and 2 vs 5% respectively. Recommend

combined 10 s CT/ 20 s WD use

Gustafson et al.

(2000), US

Mayo Foundation for Medical

Education and Research*; Green

Electrical Supply*

Observational;

Intervention;

PT; CT; WD; EV

WD ranked best for removal of bacteria from washed hands but

data demonstrates no significant difference among drying

methods

Taylor et al.

(2000), UK

Warner Howard Group Ltd* Simulation;

Observational

PT; WD

No significant difference in microbial aerosols generated by PT &

WD; PT dispenser contamination similar to other washroom

surfaces; WD reduced counts of bacteria in lab and washroom

environments by up to 75%

Montville et al.

(2002), US

Rutgers New Jersey Agricultural

Experiment Station†; Sloan Valve*

Simulation; Risk

model

PT; WD

WD increased & PT slightly decreased bacterial contamination on

hands

Harrison et al.

(2003), UK

Georgia-Pacific Health Smart

Institute*

Simulation

PT

Bacteria transfer rates from contaminated hands to PT dispenser

exits and from contaminated PT exits to clean hands ranged

from 0�01 to 0�64% and 12�4 to 13�1% respectively

Yamamoto et al.

(2005), Japan

College of Nursing University of

Tsukuba†
Simulation

PT; WD

WD no rubbing significantly decreased log bacteria on palms

fingers and fingertips but increased with rubbing; PT significantly

decreased bacteria on fingertips but not palms and fingers

Snelling et al.

(2011), UK

Dyson* Simulation

PT; WD; JD; EV

Improved drying efficacy of JD vs WD resulted in less transfer to

surfaces. PT use resulted in the greatest drying and bacteria

removal efficacy. Differences were statistically significant in most

but not all cases

Gendron et al.

(2012), Canada

NSERC† and Canadian Institute of

Health Research†
Simulation

PT; EV

PT can contaminate hands with bacteria. Recycled pulp has higher

bacterial load vs virgin wood pulp. No difference between air

contamination PT vs EV

Margas et al.

(2013), UK

SCA Hygiene Products* Simulation

PT; JD

Settle plate and floor concentrations significantly higher with JD vs

PT; No significant difference in airborne counts. JD use spread

more bacteria to greater distances

Best et al.

(2014), UK

European Tissue Symposium* Simulation;

Observational

PT; WD; JD

PT contributed significantly less to the contamination (bacteria and

paint) of the bathroom environment and to bystanders. PT vs

WD mean counts at 1m distance were 7�8 and 0�7 CFU

respectively

Best and Redway

(2015), UK

European Tissue Symposium* Observational;

Intervention

PT; CT; WD; JD

JD, WD and PT dispersed liquid from users’ hands up to 1�5, 0�75
and 0�5 m respectively

Jensen et al.

(2015), US

USFDA† Simulation

PT; EV

Greater bacterial tracer reductions with PT vs EV (statistically

significant: 1�9 vs 1�4 log10)

(Continued)
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bathrooms with PT were generally lower than those with

jet dryers (Best et al. 2018). However, many variables

were identified that could have confounding effects and

data trends were not always significant. Even for statisti-

cally significant scenario comparisons, questionable is the

health risk associated with low contamination levels (i.e.

1 vs 2 MSSA organisms; 7 vs 21 MRSA organisms) when

pathogenic bacteria infectious doses may be 5 or more

orders of magnitude higher (Rose and Haas 1999). To

our knowledge, high levels of baseline pathogenic bacteria

concentrations have not been reported in real-world

bathroom or hand-drying comparisons.

Best et al. (2018) found significant differences with col-

ony counts of Enterobacter and enterococci where zero

colonies compared to 1–2 log concentrations were

reported in bathrooms using towels vs dryers, respec-

tively. Both Enterobacter and enterococci are widespread

in the environment and used to evaluate water or surface

treatment interventions. While each can cause infections,

including urinary tract infections, they are more com-

monly considered harmless commensals in the human

gut and do not indicate a direct human health risk when

detected in the environment.

For data to be meaningful in terms of a potential

health risk associated with drying methods or environ-

mental contamination levels, more research is needed to

evaluate hazard prevalence and virulence; exposure

routes, frequency and duration; dose–response potentials

following exposure; and an overall characterization of

risk. Epidemiological studies, particularly those assessing

low levels of disease incidence, often require a large sam-

ple for an appropriately powered study. Such studies can

be cost prohibitive and lack the sensitivity needed to

assess low-dose, low-risk events. Previously developed

tools in quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA)

have been used to evaluate health outcomes related to

pathogen exposures from environmental surfaces (Beamer

et al. 2015; Wilson et al. 2018; Canales et al. 2019). Such

computational tools could be applied to characterize sur-

face contamination levels associated with various hand-

washing and hand-drying methods, assess exposure

potentials and forecast risk probabilities. Despite inferring

health risks, none of the papers published to date consid-

ered a quantitative exposure or risk assessment approach

to relate environmental contamination levels with human

health outcomes. Furthermore, information is lacking

relating seeded tracer concentrations with real-world

pathogen exposure levels. Extending risk estimates from

tracer bacteria concentrations overestimates risk, as most

of these starting concentrations do not represent expected

pathogen levels (Ryan et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2019).

Consideration of pathogen transmission and

Table 2 (Continued)

Citation and

Country Funding source

Study design,

drying method Major findings

Kimmitt and

Redway (2016),

UK

European Tissue Symposium*;

University of Westminster research

reserve†

Simulation

PT; WD; JD

JD air contamination and dispersal distances were significantly

greater than WD and PT

Wilcox et al.

(2017), UK

European Tissue Symposium* Observational

pilot

PT; JD

Bacterial burden in bathrooms generally greater with JD vs PT.

Differences statistically significant on dispenser surfaces and

floors but not in air samples

Best et al.

(2018), UK;

France; Italy

European Tissue Symposium* Observational

PT; JD; CL

Significant differences in bacterial levels with PT generally lower

than JD use over multiple scenarios (PT dispensers vs JD surfaces;

floors)

Huesca-Espitia

et al. (2018), US

Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y

Tecnolog�ıa†
Observational

WD

Plates exposed to hand dryer air averaged 18–60 colonies/plate,

compared to plates exposed to bathroom air with dryers off,

which averaged ≤1 colony. HEPA filters reduced bacterial

dispersal ~fourfold

Pitt et al. (2018),

UK

No financial support Observational

PT; WD; JD

PT decreased, WD increased and JD made no significant change

to number of microbial flora on hands. JD and WD dispersed

more microorganisms than PT

Mutters and

Warnes (2019),

Germany

Dyson* Intervention

JD; PT

Significantly fewer transient and resident bacteria after JD

compared to PT. Increased number of opportunistic pathogens

on PT dried hands

PT, paper towels; CT, cloth towel; JD, jet air dryer; WD, warm air dryer; EV, evaporation; CL, clothing.

Observational = field study; simulation = Lab study; intervention = pre-post study design.

*Private funding.
†Public funding.
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environmental exposure potentials is needed for adequate

assessment of exposures risks. For example, contamina-

tion of toilet seats and floors may not be a high-risk

event if they are not part of the exposure route leading

to infection. In comparison, potentially lower contamina-

tion on a towel dispenser handle in direct and frequent

contact with the hand may result in a greater risk of

exposure to the mouth or other orifices. Exposure and

activity data are critical to linking environmental contam-

ination with risk and should be considered, along with

handwashing efficacy, as a precursor to drying efficacy.

Strengths and weaknesses

Of the 23 studies evaluated, all had a varying degree of

scientific rigor, strengths and weaknesses (Table 3). These

strengths and weaknesses were considered when assessing

the validity of study conclusions. Performing a statistical

analysis on the data generated from the experiment was

considered a positive study attribute. Of the 23 scientifi-

cally reviewed studies, 22 were experimentally based

(non-computer simulations) and 17 of those conducted a

statistical analysis. Studies that employed a statistical

analysis plan sometimes favoured PT (PT) or electric (jet

and warm air) dryers (ED) (Taylor et al. 2000; Yama-

moto et al. 2005), or in some cases neither (Matthews

and Newsom 1987; Gustafson et al. 2000; Yamamoto

et al. 2005; Margas et al. 2013; Kimmitt and Redway

2016; Wilcox et al. 2017). In cases where statistics were

not utilized, conclusions were the result of trend analysis,

which can be misleading, especially in cases of large data

variability or low contamination levels with a question-

able relationship to significant health risks.

In addition to a lack of statistical analysis, results often

lacked information on data distributions and summary

statistics. Detailed summary statistics are helpful in ana-

lysing study power and data outliers that could be con-

tributing to erroneous conclusions. Without this

information, it is difficult to verify statistical methods,

compare results across studies or utilize data to inform a

QMRA model.

Sample size was also assessed and ranged from a few

participants to >100. Larger sample sizes often led to

application of statistical testing and thus were considered

a stronger attribute compared to studies with smaller

sample sizes. A large sample size is especially imperative

in studies with large data variability in subjects, test

organisms or environmental characteristics. Subject par-

ticipation varied throughout the studies. In some cases,

participants were required to dry their hands using only

one method, while other studies reduced uncertainty

between subjects by evaluating the same volunteers across

multiple methods. In cases where participants utilized

multiple drying methods, more weight was given to stud-

ies that randomized the drying method order to reduce

participant bias.

Types of target organisms were also considered either a

study strength or weakness. Targeting multiple organisms

(i.e. HPC and faecal coliforms), instead of single tracer

types, was considered a strength. Targeting one organism

can result in bias, especially for naturally occurring skin

bacteria that could be over/under-represented based on

handwashing practice and efficacy. The use of microbial

tracers was preferred over indigenous skin microbes as a

more consistent representation of baseline concentration.

A few studies looked at chemical tracers, such as paint, to

evaluate the spread of contamination. While providing

useful information on the direct contamination around

dryers, these methods do not necessarily correlate with

microbial transfer, pathogen survival, exposure potentials

or health outcomes.

Tracer application to hands also affected data variabil-

ity. Many studies relied on natural contamination of the

hands and environments. Other studies inoculated hands

at either exaggerated concentrations or levels indicative of

real-world conditions. The hand/microbe interface is

complex and impacted by friction, soap/hand sanitizer

use, human cell–microbe interaction or adhesion factors,

and the presence of organic matter. Some studies seeded

gloved hands to minimize cell–microbe interactions. Such

unrealistic conditions were considered a study weakness

as they create uncertainty relative to the effect of surface

interactions on pathogen transfer.

Study location was another source of uncertainty, rang-

ing from biosafety hoods to laboratory washrooms to

fully functioning bathrooms. Studies completed in biosaf-

ety hoods and laboratory washrooms did not take into

consideration real-world effects of human traffic and

behaviours. This should be considered when evaluating

conclusions or comparing results across studies. Studies

utilizing fully functioning bathrooms often did not pro-

vide a detailed description of the bathroom layout, which

makes it difficult to compare results to other studies

given room influences on microbe dispersion due to air-

flow, room size, and placement of walls and hand-drying

dispensers.

Included studies ranged from the 1980s to present day.

In this ~40-year time span, air dryer and PT dispenser tech-

nology evolved. For example, automated towel dispensers

reduced hand contact with potentially contaminated han-

dle surfaces but did not eliminate this exposure route com-

pletely due to frequent malfunctions (Harrison et al. 2003).

Jet dryer technology reduced dry times to approximately

10 s compared to 30 s with warm air dryers but was associ-

ated with increased concentrations and dispersion rates of

indigenous microbes and tracers in several studies.
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Table 3 Strengths and weaknesses of included hand drying articles

Citation Strengths Weaknesses

Matthews and

Newsom

(1987)

Statistical analysis Experimental conditions lacked real-world variable effects

Blackmore

(1989)

Statistical analysis; large sample size (n > 110) Unrealistic wash and drying conditions; used just HPCs;

Low concentrations

Ngeow et al.

(1989)

Realistic seed concentrations No statistical comparisons; low limit of detection values; no

aerosol sampling.

Ansari et al.

(1991)

Tested virus and bacteria; statistical analysis; single volunteer for

all methods

Unrealistic handwashing conditions; small sample size

Hanna et al.

(1996)

Optimized laboratory recovery methods No statistical analysis; unrealistic conditions; large seed

concentrations

Patrick et al.

(1997)

Small sample size (n = 7) but large number of replicates (n ≥ 36) Towels autoclaved prior to use; no statistical analysis

Gustafson

et al. (2000)

Advanced statistical analysis; large sample size (n = 99);

Randomized study design; high seed concentrations but

implemented a realistic handwashing scenario

No evaluation of real-world microbial contaminants

Taylor et al.

(2000)

Statistical analysis used with a 5% confidence level for

significance

Dry times not consistent; volunteers instructed to dry hands

until they felt dry

Montville

et al. (2002)

Model simulations (n = 1000) validated with experimental data

(n = 30)

Data compiled from highly diverse studies with data quality

uncertainties

Harrison et al.

(2003)

Performed statistical analysis; large number of replicates Did not compare dryers and towels

Yamamoto

et al. (2005)

Statistical analysis Starting counts sometimes low- less than 10; data varied

across different hand locations; inconsistent results;

complicated indigenous flora parameter- no evidence of

threat

Snelling et al.

(2011)

Statistical analysis; used real-world scenario to contaminate hands

(handling raw meat followed by handwashing)

Data highly variable; comparisons not always significant;

failed to test for pathogens

Gendron

et al. (2012)

Considered background PT contamination impacts No statistical comparisons; no risk evaluations

Margas et al.

(2013)

Statistical analysis; controlled environmental conditions; Large

number of volunteers (n = 100)

Data highly variable among participants

Best et al.

(2014)

Statistical analysis; multiple tracers used High inoculum; paint not representative of real-world

conditions

Best and

Redway

(2015)

Utilized both chemical and microbial tracers No statistical analysis; high microbial burden may

exaggerate transmission potentials; difficult to control

reproducibility of volunteer behaviours; assumed

handwashing is suboptimal; Risk not evaluated

Jensen et al.

(2015)

Statistical analysis; pathogen surrogate tracers Lack comparison to WD or JD method; Large data

variability; Information lacking on data distributions;

Exaggerated bacterial concentrations

Kimmitt and

Redway

(2016)

Statistical analysis; used virus surrogates High seed concentrations; Lack comparison of WD vs PT

Wilcox et al.

(2017)

Statistical analysis; targeted HPC and faecal indicator bacteria Small pilot study (26 sampling days, single site, 2

washrooms, up to 5 swabs per locale); Information lacking

on data distributions

Best et al.

(2018)

Statistical analysis; large sample size (n = 120 sampling sessions);

Multi-site, multi-scenario analysis; targeted faecal indicators and

pathogenic bacteria

Highly variable site conditions; Low concentration

differentials; Upper detection limit of 300 CFU;

Information lacking on data distributions

Huesca-Espitia

et al. (2018)

Statistical analysis; multiple test organisms; VARIOUS air filtration

methods

Low concentrations; data details not shown

(Continued)
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All studies agreed on the importance of effective hand

drying but consumer preference ranged across methods

and consideration of hygiene perceptions, speed and dry-

ing efficacy with 63% of 2008 survey respondents prefer-

ring PT to warm air dryers (28%) or cloth towels (10%)

(Todd et al. 2010). Given that the survey, and much of

the historical research on hand-drying hygiene and effi-

cacy, was completed prior to some of the later hand-dry-

ing innovations (i.e. automated towel dispensers, jet

dryers or HEPA-filtered dryer air) perceptions and data

analysis today may be different.

Variable applications and technologies complicated

comparisons between studies in our analysis. In some

studies, detailed information regarding dryer or towel

dispenser technology was included, while others only list

general descriptions. Few studies evaluated newer drying

innovations such as hands-free PT dispensers or HEPA

filtered air dryers on tracer or microbial concentrations,

which could have an impact on the overall conclusions of

technology comparisons.

Data summary of major findings and study rigor

Table 4 is a semi-quantitative characterization of major

study findings and some highly referenced grey literature,

sorted relative to descending rigor. Light grey boxes indi-

cate qualitative and quantitative study strengths (i.e. large

sample size, statistical significance, controlled variables,

advanced statistics) and were assigned a value of two.

Minus signs (dark grey boxes) indicate weaknesses rela-

tive to variable consistency, methodology, realistic condi-

tions, data quality and other parameters (i.e. result

inconsistencies) and were assigned a value of zero. White

boxes were assigned a value of one relative to neutral

assessments of defined qualitative and quantitative

parameters (i.e. determined to be neither a strength nor

weakness). An evaluation of the scenario indicates

whether study conclusions generally favoured ED, PT or

both equally. A scenario category of ‘N/A’ was assigned

for studies that did not compare hand dryers to PT. The

studies with the highest relative rigor scores (11 and 10)

favoured ED or neither method; however, studies with a

relative score equal to or above a six (n = 11) favoured

PT (n = 4), ED (n = 2), mixed results (n = 3) or did not

compare multiple methods (n = 2).

Electric dryers favoured

Of the 23 papers of determined relevance, 7 had results

supporting the use of ED over PT. Reasons for this con-

clusion ranged from observations of less bacterial counts

in the environment or on external device surfaces (Mat-

thews and Newsom 1987; Ansari et al. 1991; Gustafson

et al. 2000; Taylor et al. 2000; Yamamoto et al. 2005;

Mutters and Warnes 2019) or less concentration of liquid

droplets on surfaces near towel or dryer devices (Margas

et al. 2013). However, most of the studies favouring ED

over PT showed mixed results in terms of statistically sig-

nificant data depending on which variables were evalu-

ated. Often, within the same study, conditions favoured

ED under certain scenarios and PT in others (Margas

et al. 2013). Others evaluated results statistically but

found no significant difference between hand-drying

methods (Gustafson et al. 2000; Taylor et al. 2000; Mar-

gas et al. 2013). Four studies favouring ED were funded

in part by private sources (Gustafson et al. 2000; Taylor

et al. 2000; Margas et al. 2013; Mutters and Warnes

2019), the remaining three were funded by what appeared

to be independent or public sources (Matthews and New-

som 1987; Ansari et al. 1991; Yamamoto et al. 2005).

Paper towels favoured

Thirteen papers generally favoured PT use over ED and

seven of these studies showed statistically significant dif-

ferences (Blackmore 1989; Yamamoto et al. 2005; Snelling

et al. 2011; Best et al. 2014, 2018; Kimmitt and Redway

2016; Pitt et al. 2018). Five of the 13 studies were funded

by The European Tissue Symposium (Best et al. 2014,

2018; Best and Redway 2015; Kimmitt and Redway 2016;

Wilcox et al. 2017) and 4 were conducted by the same

research collaborators. Five additional studies that

Table 3 (Continued)

Citation Strengths Weaknesses

Pitt et al.

(2018)

Statistical analysis; utilized realistic handwashing and drying

scenario; identified sampled organisms

Detailed data not provided; inconsistent drying times;

methodology difficult to replicate and may not provide

accurate counts

Mutters and

Warnes

(2019)

Statistical analysis; large number of volunteers (n = 80); bacterial

tracer and resident flora; controlled and consistent

environmental conditions; incorporated handwashing and

evaluated drying and no drying variables

No environment sampling; drying methods may not be

realistic
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Table 4 Quantitative study rigor assessment of hand drying studies

Citation*

Favoured

scenario

Mixed

results†
Sample

size

Variable

consistency Methodology

Realistic

conditions

Data

quality Other Funding

Relative

score§

Gustafson et al.

(2000)

ED> PT

PT = ED

X +

2

+

2

+

2

Neutral

1

+

2

+

2

Private 11

Mutters and

Warnes (2019)

ED> PT +

2

+

2

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

+

2

+

2

Private 10

Ansari et al. (1991) ED> PT �
0

+

2

+

2

�
0

+

2

Neutral

1

N/A‡ 7

Wilcox et al. (2017) PT> ED

PT = ED

X �
0

Neutral

1

+

2

+

2

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Private 7

Huesca-Espitia et al.

(2018)

N/A Neutral

1

Neutral

1

+

2

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Public 7

Best et al. (2014) PT> ED Neutral

1

Neutral

1

+

2

�
0

+

2

Neutral

1

Private 7

Montville et al.

(2002)

PT> ED +

2

Neutral

1

+

2

Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

Private 7

Pitt et al. (2018) PT> ED Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

+

2

Neutral

1

�
0

None 6

Harrison et al.

(2003)

N/A +

2

�
0

�
0

Neutral

1

+

2

Neutral

1

Private 6

Blackmore (1989) PT> ED +

2

Neutral

1

�
0

�
0

+

2

Neutral

1

Private 6

Matthews and

Newsom (1987)

ED> PT

PT = ED

X Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

�
0

+

2

Neutral

1

Public 6

Gendron et al.

(2012)

N/A �
0

Neutral

1

+

2

�
0

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Public 5

Patrick et al. (1997) N/A +

2

Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

Private 5

Snelling et al.

(2011)

PT> ED

PT = ED

X Neutral

1

Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Private 5

Margas et al.

(2013)

PT> ED

ED> PT

PT = ED

X +

2

�
0

Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Private 5

Best et al. (2018) PT> ED

PT = ED

X Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

�
0

Private 5

Hanna et al. (1996) PT> ED Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

�
0

�
0

+

2

Private 5

Taylor et al. (2000) ED> PT

PT = ED

X �
0

�
0

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Private 4

Ngeow et al. (1989) PT> ED �
0

�
0

Neutral

1

+

2

�
0

Neutral

1

Public 4

Best and Redway

(2015)

PT> ED Neutral

1

�
0

+

2

�
0

�
0

Neutral

1

Private 4

Jensen et al. (2015) N/A Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

Public 4

Kimmitt and

Redway (2016)

PT> ED

PT = ED

X �
0

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

�
0

Neutral

1

�
0

Private 3

Yamamoto et al.

(2005)

PT> ED

ED> PT

X �
0

�
0

�
0

Neutral

1

Neutral

1

�
0

Public 2

ED, electric dryer; PT, paper towels; N/A, comparisons between PT and ED not performed; neutral = one; positive (+) = two.

All boxes with a score of 2 should have a lighter gray shade.

All boxes with a score of zero should have a darker gray shade.

All boxes with a score of 1 should have no shading.

* Listed in descending order according to rigor score.
† Method favoured varied over changing scenarios.
‡ Funding source not reported.
§ Study rigor scoring key: negative (�) = zero.
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generally supported PT use over ED were sponsored by

other private funding sources (Blackmore 1989; Hanna

et al. 1996; Montville et al. 2002; Snelling et al. 2011;

Margas et al. 2013). Two others were funded what

appeared to be independent or public sources (Ngeow

et al. 1989b; Yamamoto et al. 2005). One study report-

edly received no funding (Pitt et al. 2018).

Paper towels equal to electric dryers

Eight papers found, at least in part, that PT were equally

favoured as ED (Matthews and Newsom 1987; Gustafson

et al. 2000; Taylor et al. 2000; Snelling et al. 2011; Margas

et al. 2013; Kimmitt and Redway 2016; Wilcox et al.

2017; Best et al. 2018). At least three of these studies con-

ducted statistical analysis but found no difference

between variables regardless of drying method used.

Specifically, Taylor et al. (2000) found no significant dif-

ference in microbial aerosols created from ED compared

to PT. Others also found that PT and ED were not signif-

icantly different in terms of contamination potentials

from microbial aerosols under a variety of test conditions

(Gustafson et al. 2000; Margas et al. 2013; Kimmitt and

Redway 2016; Wilcox et al. 2017; Best et al. 2018).

Miscellaneous study results

Five papers failed to evaluate PT and ED in the same

study (Patrick et al. 1997; Harrison et al. 2003; Gendron

et al. 2012; Jensen et al. 2015; Huesca-Espitia et al. 2018).

These studies provided useful background information

relative to other variables of potential interest. For exam-

ple, Gendron et al. (2012) focused on the potential for

PT to add bacteria to the environment. Sources include

indigenous organisms found on the product post-manu-

facturing but pre-use, particularly with recycled pulp

products, and further contamination potentials during

transport to dispensers (Gendron et al. 2012).

Impact of study rigor

A common observation in our analysis is that most of

the studies, regardless of conclusion, lacked sufficient

rigor to form defensible conclusions. Some utilized small

sample sizes (Kimmitt and Redway 2016; Wilcox et al.

2017) or unrealistic conditions, such as evaluating how

paint spreads (Best et al. 2014), which may have no rela-

tionship to bacterial transmission. Others did not con-

sider either handwashing or soap use before drying

(Snelling et al. 2011; Best and Redway 2015; Jensen et al.

2015), which may exaggerate results given that washing is

an expected drying precursor for contaminated hands.

Furthermore, highly variable results within and between

scenarios was a common effect (Taylor et al. 2000; Yama-

moto et al. 2005; Margas et al. 2013; Best and Redway

2015; Jensen et al. 2015). Several authors made conclu-

sions on the safety of different hand-drying methods that

were not supported by the data (Ngeow et al. 1989a;

Gould 1994; Kimmitt and Redway 2016). Regardless of

scenario, most studies lacked objective statistical signifi-

cance testing or failed to define test criteria (Ngeow et al.

1989a; Best et al. 2014; Kimmitt and Redway 2016).

Grey literature summary

In 2018, there was a resurgence of news interest on the

topic of PT vs hand dryers due to newer published

research (Best et al. 2014, 2018; Best and Redway 2015;

Kimmitt and Redway 2016; Huesca-Espitia et al. 2018).

In addition, several grey literature reports went ‘viral’ on

the Internet, such as the photo of a Petri dish placed in a

jet air dryer as part of a small class experiment (Astor

2018). Grey literature includes materials (i.e. research,

white papers, media and industry reports, government

documents, surveys, theses and dissertations, data sum-

maries, etc.) produced by individuals or organizations

outside the traditional peer review process. While the

classification of information as grey literature does not

necessarily mean the data is not scientifically valid, there

may be less oversight and review of the content. Here we

included a review of the grey literature using the top

Google results when searching ‘PT air dryers’. We also

included sources disqualified during the scoping review,

such as papers that did not contain original research or

were not peer-reviewed (Gould 1994; Lee 1994; Huang

et al. 2012; Haynes 2014).

To extract information from the grey literature, we ini-

tially reviewed known popular sources, including Dr. Oz,

MythBusters, the New York Times, Washington Post,

Snopes.com and Oprah.com. Most of these reports fea-

ture headlines suggesting there may be a more hygienic

way to dry hands (Table 5). The majority of these outlets

favoured PT based on cited research from peer-reviewed

or other grey literature sources but often stated that data

was inconclusive relative to safety concerns. Some media

outlets performed their own small-scale experiments, or

simply cited personal preference.

Some of the data in the grey literature misconstrued

research results. For example, multiple online articles

about the Huesca-Espitia et al. (2018) study state that PT

are a better drying option and that dryers blow faecal

matter on hands, which is not completely reflective of the

authors’ conclusions. The Huesca-Espitia et al. (2018)

study did not evaluate PT or run any comparative tests

between dryers and towels. The paper does voice concern

over dryers potentially blowing pathogens around
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bathroom environments but also reports very low counts

of microbes and was favourable towards warm air dryers

with HEPA filters that reduced counts by fourfold.

Few of the grey literature reports provide citations or

links to publications referenced. Many of the findings

were overgeneralized and included unsubstantiated

claims, Internet rumours and inaccurate information

reported as fact. According to Snopes.com, a popular

fact-checking website, an email was circulated in 2009

claiming schools and universities were required to replace

all hand dryers with towel dispensers in response to the

H1N1 outbreak (’FACT CHECK: Do Hot Air Hand Dry-

ers in Restrooms Spread Disease?’ 2018). In its analysis,

Snopes rates the claim as ‘unproven’.

One of the concerns with the grey literature reviewed

in our study is the potential bias in the reporting. Some

of the top-ranking articles in our Google search were

white papers authored or sponsored by paper companies

(Vitali n.d.; Lee 1994). Additionally, media reports fre-

quently used sensationalized headlines. While such

headlines may increase traffic, they sometimes overgener-

alize or exaggerate study results. Consumers may only

read headlines which can influence public opinion

towards biased or erroneous conclusions (Ecker et al.

2014). Ecker et al. also found that readers are more likely

to recall details of the article relative to expectations set

by inferences in the headline and not by what the article

actually says.

Conclusion

The objective of our study was to provide a scoping

review of the current scientific peer-reviewed publications

comparing the use of PT vs ED and their impact on envi-

ronmental and human health using standardized criteria.

Our focus was to categorize the papers relative to scien-

tific rigor in the study design and compare statistically

significant results across defined categories of hand-dry-

ing methods. We also examined statistically significant

results relative to paper conclusions and the impact of

these studies on public perception (as determined by

media posts and other grey literature). Study categories

were scored quantitatively as positive/+, neutral or nega-

tive/�, using a scoring system of 2, 1 and 0 respectively.

While it is important to review each study holistically,

providing a study rigor score to each reviewed paper adds

context to our assessment, which should be read in full

for a broader perspective.

The most prevalent conclusion from our scoping

review is that the breadth of scientific data does not sup-

port a uniform conclusion as to which drying method is

safer or more hygienic. Some studies showed a statisti-

cally significant reduction of contaminants within certain

scenarios but not all- whether studies involved large sam-

ple sizes or were small pilot studies, the differences

between drying methods were not consistently clear.

Many studies reported no statistical significance and used

either low concentrations representing low-risk scenarios

or high concentrations that are not representative of

pathogen levels on hands or bathroom surfaces.

Overall, the large discrepancy in results is likely due to

the wide range of experimental conditions implemented.

Variables include: baseline concentrations, target organ-

isms, population and sample sizes, drying times, number

of towels used, dispenser designs, rubbing behaviours,

microbial assay methods, Hawthorne effects, behavioural

reproducibility, handwashing product types and efficacy,

skin integrity, residual moisture levels, ambient air move-

ment and more.

Methodological differences compounded these uncer-

tainties. Mixed results favouring one drying method over

another between, and even within studies, was common.

None of the studies in the published literature related

Table 5 Media headlines related to hand-drying methods

Article title Reference

‘Which is better in a commercial

restroom? Hand dryers or paper

towels?’

Restroom Direct n.d. (‘Which is

better in a commercial

restroom? Hand dryers or paper

towels?’)

‘Paper towels prove most hygienic

in restroom study’

Convenience Store Decisions

2009 (‘Paper Towels Prove

Most Hygienic in Restroom

Study’ 2009)

‘Down and dirty, earthquake

survival’

MythBusters 2013 (‘MythBusters

Episode 199: Down and Dirty,

Earthquake Survival’ 2013)

‘Best way to wash hands in

public’

Oprah.com 2015 (‘Best Way To

Wash Hands in Public’ 2015)

‘The hygienic way to dry your

hands’

Dr. Oz 2017 (‘The Hygienic Way

to Dry Your Hands’ 2017)

‘Hand dryers can blow fecal

bacteria onto your hands, a

study found—and the

researchers are now switching to

paper towels’

Business Insider 2018 (Brueck

2018)

‘There’s poop in bathroom hand

dryers’

Care2 2018 (Donsky 2018)

‘FACT CHECK: Do hot air hand

dryers in restrooms spread

disease?’

Snopes 2018 (‘FACT CHECK: Do

Hot Air Hand Dryers in

Restrooms Spread Disease?’

2018)

‘Hand dryers spread bacteria so

dramatically that scientists think

they’re a public health threat’

IFLScience 2018 (Kovner 2018)

‘How dirty are hand dryers?’ Dr. Oz 2018 (‘How Dirty Are

Hand Dryers?’ 2018)
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environmental contamination differentials of any drying

method with health outcomes. However, several studies and

highly referenced reviews and reports have made recom-

mendations as to which methods to use, or avoid, based on

qualitative safety or health claims, examples include:

• ‘There seems to be no particular microbiological dan-

ger to use of hot air hand dryers’. (Matthews and

Newsom 1987)

• ‘Hot air dryers are generally not recommended for

use in health care settings because such dryers are rel-

atively slow and noisy and their hygiene performance

is questionable’ (Blackmore 1989)

• ‘. . .associated infection risks. . .make [air dryers]

unsuitable for use in critical patient care areas’

(Ngeow et al. 1989a).

• ‘. . .the use of paper towels is safer than hot air hand-

dryers in busy wards’ (Gould 1994).

• ‘Risk reduction strategies should aim to achieve a

level of risk as low as practically possible’ (Harrison

et al. 2003).

• ‘The health and safety aspects of jet air dryers where

hygiene is paramount should still be carefully exam-

ined by the scientific community’ (Redway and Faw-

dar 2008).

• ‘. . .a diverse community of culturable bacteria con-

taminates unused paper towels. . .some of these bacte-

rial strains may be toxin producers. . .This may be

significant for some clinical and industrial settings as

well as for immunocompromised individuals. . .’

(Gendron et al. 2012).

• ‘From a hygiene standpoint, paper towels are superior

to air dryers’ (Huang et al. 2012).

• ‘These results suggest that air dryers may be unsuit-

able for use in healthcare settings as they may facili-

tate microbial cross-contamination via airborne

dissemination to the environment or bathroom visi-

tors’ (Best et al. 2014).

• ‘. . .in locations where hygiene and cross-infection

considerations are paramount, such as healthcare set-

tings and the food industry, the choice of hand-drying

method should be considered carefully’ (Kimmitt and

Redway 2016).

• ‘Electric hand dryers are not suited to clinical set-

tings. . . Infection control building guidance needs to

be amended and strengthened’ (Best et al. 2018).

Some studies stated concerns relative to the use of air

dryers in healthcare settings. It is important to note,

however, that the most effective, promoted and com-

monly practiced hand hygiene method in hospitals and

other healthcare settings involves the use of an alcohol-

based hand rub (Vermeil et al. 2019). In healthcare

settings, alcohol-based hand rubs require less time, are

more effective than washing with soap and water, are

more accessible than sinks and naturally exclude the use

of hand-drying protocols (Boyce and Pittet 2002; World

Health Organization 2009).

Increased bacterial counts in the environment do not

necessarily indicate increased health risks. To date, no

study has shown a correlation between hand-drying

methods and health outcomes using empirically derived

or QMRA model simulations. Thus, conclusions as to the

safety of PT vs air dryer use relative to health outcomes

are unsubstantiated and premature. Consideration of

infective doses, transmission pathways, handwashing and

drying efficacy, transfer rates and other exposure variables

is critical before a recommendation can be made based

on health outcomes.

Not all surfaces are equal contributors to exposure

pathways. While floors may be more contaminated in air

dryer bathrooms, their relevance in terms of an exposure

or risk scenario has not been evaluated. The most direct

exposure potential is from contaminated hands and thus

drying methods resulting in fewer microbes on the hand

are likely to be associated with lower risk potentials.

Therefore, contaminated dryer or PT dispenser buttons

may represent the highest risk in practice. Conversely,

new technologies such as automated dryer and towel dis-

penser designs may largely eliminate this transmission

route.

Our scoping review identified broad analysis of the

research question: ‘Are hand dryers more hygienic than

PT?’ but with collectively inconclusive results. Studies

were conducted by a variety of private and independent

research groups spanning at least nine countries. Fifteen

of the 23 studies were funded by private, or a combina-

tion of private and public, sponsors. Although indepen-

dent funding is preferred, federal or state funding

agencies are unlikely to sponsor such special interest pro-

jects- particularly when current research does not indicate

a significant health concern.

The second question we sought to answer is ‘Are PT

safer than hand dryers relative to human infection risks?’

We found no data to support any human health claims

relative to hand dryers vs PT use. Inconclusive results in

the current body of research and a lack of data to sup-

port health claims represent data gaps preventing the

advancement of policy or practice recommendations rela-

tive to hand-drying protocols. Of notable importance is

the need to evaluate risks from hand-drying activities in

consideration of handwashing scenarios, given that the

greatest uncertainty in hand contamination is associated

with the handwashing method, and not the drying

method.
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Future study recommendations

Future studies are needed to examine the relationship

between contamination that occurs due to hand-drying

methods and human health outcomes. This can be

accomplished by utilizing a real-world scenario while still

controlling for certain variables. Ideally, the study should

be done in multiple functioning bathrooms that have dif-

ferent characteristics, such as single stall and multiple stall

bathrooms. A microbial tracer should be applied to par-

ticipants’ ungloved hands at a concentration that would

be representative of what is expected on hands after a

handwashing event. The hands of the participants and

surfaces that participants would encounter after drying

their hands should be targeted for sampling as well as air.

Samples should be collected after single and multiple dry-

ing events to see the effects over a variety of usage condi-

tions. Results from the study can then be used to inform

mathematical models to evaluate human health outcomes

expected for each type of drying event. Sensitivity analysis

should be performed to rank which exposure variables

drive risk outcomes.

In summary, needed are long-term observational stud-

ies and/or health impact related evaluations/simulations.

Gaps in the research include:

• Evaluation of contamination potentials with current

technologies and standardized methodology.

• Consistent variable assessment representing real-world

exposure potentials (i.e. consideration of baseline con-

tamination values, handwashing and drying efficacy,

pathogen dose response, and correlation between

indigenous microbiome or tracer concentrations to

predicted pathogen levels).

• An exposure assessment and sensitivity analysis con-

sidering surfaces of increased probability to impact

exposure.

• A risk assessment relating relevant exposure scenarios

to health outcomes.

• A relative risk assessment comparing different con-

tamination levels from other bathroom sources (i.e.

toilet aerosols or human behaviours) and organism

infectivity with acceptable risk targets.

Although numerous studies have been published evalu-

ating the ‘best’ method for hand drying, ‘best’ has been

defined in a variety of ways relative to bacterial removal

efficacy, environmental contamination potentials, ecologi-

cal or cost benefits, noise and more. No study to date has

examined the ‘best’ drying method relative to health out-

comes.

As reported repeatedly throughout this study, the wide

range of data variability makes it difficult to draw finite

conclusions about any particular hand-drying method.

We agree with the conclusions of Wilcox et al. (2017)

who state that studies to determine the risks associated

with hand-drying methods have not been conducted but

are warranted to determine whether adverse infection

consequences occur.
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